Jacobs Stone Products, Inc.

PRODUCT CATALOG

Limestone
Lueders
Sandstone
Smoky Mountains 4”-10” with Capstones
Our Pleasure to Serve You

Jacobs Stone Products has been established for over 30 years. The reasons are simple. We are the same people outside of business as we are while conducting business. We are loyal, ethical, honest and we hold each other to high standards. We love God’s placement of natural stone and hope to share it with as many people as possible. Customer service, communication and building strong relationships are priorities for us. You are more to us than just business.

But the Lord has been my stronghold,
and my God the rock of my refuge.

Psalm 94:22

DISCLAIMER
Natural Stone comes from the Earth. Stone colors and sizing may vary. Physical samples or mockups are recommended prior to ordering material. Jacobs Stone Products is not responsible for cracking, discoloration, or flaking of any of our products.
**THIN VENEER**

**White Limestone**
2”-12” Chopped Heights | 2”-12” Sawn Heights | 3”-12” Mosaic Heights

**Cream Limestone**
2”-12” Chopped Heights | 2”-12” Sawn Heights
Cave Mix
4”-10” Sawn Heights

Tex Mix
2”-12” Sawn Heights | 3”-12” Mosaic Heights
Charcoal Lueders
2”-12” Chopped Heights | 2”-12” Sawn Heights

Buff Lueders
2”-12” Chopped Heights | 2”-12” Sawn Heights
Blue Streak
3”-12” Chopped Heights

Dark Texas Tuscany
3”-12” Chopped Heights
3”-12” Mosaic Heights

Texas Tuscany
3”-12” Chopped Heights
3”-12” Mosaic Heights
THIN VENEER

Nicotine Mosaic

Nicotine Sawn 4”-8”

Nicotine Sawn

Nicotine
2”-12” Sawn Heights | 3”-12” Mosaic Heights

Smoky Mountains
2”-12” Chopped Heights | 2”-12” Sawn Heights

Smoky Mountains 4”-8”
Dovetail
2"-12" Chopped Heights   |   2"-12" Sawn Heights

Kentucky Bourbon
2"-12" Chopped Heights

Monterrey Blend
2"-12" Chopped Heights   |   2"-12" Sawn Heights
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Kensington
2”-12” Sawn Heights
4”-36”+ Tile Heights and Widths
Old Hickory
2”-12” Chopped Heights  |  3”-12” Mosaic Heights

Santa Fe
2”-12” Sawn Heights  |  2”-12” Chopped Heights  |  3”-12” Mosaic Heights
Black and Gold
2”-12” Chopped Heights  |  3”-12” Mosaic Heights

Gun Metal
2”-12” Chopped Heights  |  3”-12” Mosaic Heights
OKLAHOMA STONE

Hackett
2”-12” Chopped Heights  |  3”-12” Mosaic Heights

Oklahoma Multicolor
2”-12” Chopped Heights  |  3”-12” Mosaic Heights

Silver Mist
2”-12” Chopped Heights  |  3”-12” Mosaic Heights
Multicolor & Silver Mist

Call or Email Jacobs Stone Products for more options.
Lueders, Limestone, Sandstone, Marble

4' x 6' Wire Sawn Slabs

Buff Lueders Wire Sawn Slabs

Buff Lueders Wire Sawn Slabs

Buff, Tan, Charcoal Wire Sawn Slabs

Charcoal Honed Slabs

Charcoal Wire Sawn 4' x 7'+ Slabs

Charcoal Wire Sawn 4'+ x 7'+ Slabs

Buff Lueders Wire Sawn Slabs

Tan 4' x 6' Wire Sawn Slabs

Buff Lueders Wire Sawn Slabs

Tan Wire Sawn Specialty Cut Slabs

Charcoal Wire Sawn 4'+ x 7'+ Slabs

Tan Wire Sawn Specialty Cut Slabs
Cream Honed
Dimensional Blend

Cream Dimensional Blend

Cream Dimensional Blend
COMMERCIAL DIMENSIONAL CUTS AND FINISHES

White Bush Hammered

Buff Lueders Honed
Color Options

- White Honed
- Cream Honed
- Buff Honed
- Charcoal Honed
- Kensington Honed
- Tan Honed

Finishes

- Charcoal Sandblasted
- Charcoal Sandblasted Tumbled
- Charcoal Leathered
- Charcoal Bush Hammered
- Buff Sandblasted
- Buff Sandblasted Tumbled
- Buff Leathered
- Buff Bush Hammered
SPECIALTY CUTS

Kensington Honed Window Sills

Cream Capstones Chiseled Edge

Kensington Honed Water Table

Charcoal Water Table with Drip Edge

White Limestone Water Tables

Tan Profile Mantle

Tan Fireplace

Tan Profile Window
THE PROCESS

Phase 1 - White Limestone 4"-8"

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4 - White Limestone 4"-8"
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SIGNATURE COLLECTION

Cream Limestone

Saddlewood Mosaic

White Limestone

Nicotine

Dark Texas Tuscany Mosaic

Oklahoma Multicolor Chopped
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